It seems that during
the 13th century
stronghold of the
Hospitaller knights.

MAIRE-LEVESCAULT
Mairé-Levescault is a small commune that is part of the ‘
’ area. The inhabitants are called the Mairéens and
Levescault and the neighbouring towns are Sauzé-Vaussais,
Caunay, Pliboux, Lorigné and La Chapelle-Pouilloux.
history of the village is linked to the life of Saint Junien, the patron
saint of labourers.
husband of Radégonde who was to become the future Saint
Radégonde, gave Saint Junien a place of his own choosing to
build a monastery. The chosen place was called Mariacus. The
monastery grew and village life grew too. Mairé was born.

was a keep at the
North West angle
of the courtyard.
The keep was
preceeded by a
surrounding wall
which encircled
the
courtyard
where the stables
are now situated. Ph
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There were moats,
ia Stephane
Mace de Lepi
so the château was
nay
well defended. The
keep was taken down in about 1312.
At the end of the 15th century the chateau became the
property of Claude de Montjehan, dame of Goulesne, who
remodeled the chateau and added the main wing. The
la Bernardière, the wife of René de Tusseau. Since then,

MARIGNY
the commune became known as Marénicum and then Marignec.
Marigné – the actual spelling of Marigny goes back to 1782.
With its 3200 hectares, Marigny is the largest commune of
depended on Marigny.

him the rank of bishop.

Before phylloxéra hit the commune in 1882, there were seven
hundred hectares of vines.
Le Grand Mauduit, an old hamlet with legends of legendary
creatures called galipotes and werewolves, was probably the
centre of a sunworshipping cult.

Tumulus visible in ‘

’.

The wars of religion were very violent in the area. The protestant

The village of Péré gets its name from the stoney ground, Villa
Peredius. The chateau of Péré in a wooded park dates from the
15th century. It was enlarged later when an extra wing was added
chapel of the château was used as the parish church for several
Other places like Les Chirons have revealed merovingian objects
and burial places.

destroyed the vines.
In 1881, the local county archives noted that the countryside
their military service were becoming gendarmes, forest guards,
postmen, railway workers or simply factory workers.
(photo: www.maire-levescault.fr)

MASONTIERS
crossed from West to East by the Taconnière, a tributary of the
Thouet which runs into the Cébron. The village is situated 7 km

to visit the gardens during the summer and during ‘
’.

The church of Marigny is dedicated to Saint John the Evangelist.
Only the bell tower and the apse of the romanesque church
remain. This part of the church is outstanding and the church
the Order of Saint-Benoit. The prior had to celebrate mass
in the parish church on Sundays and Holy days. The priory
adjoined the North wall of the church.
Marigny is one of the few parishes in the Beauvoir area with
the generosity of the Lauzun family.

